
The gaming industry involves much more than just the 

bright lights and excited buzz of guests playing table 

games and slots. What distinguishes one casino from 

another?  The games?  The staff?  The buffet?  While 

these things vary slightly from one property to another, the 

implementation of technology and media in strategic, subtle, 

and profitable ways is what can really set a casino apart.  

ClearOne StreamNet® and MagicBox solutions provide the 

flexibility and scalability to fit any application and provide 

the targeted, high-

quality AV messaging 

casinos require to be 

successful.
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About ClearOne
ClearOne is a global communications solutions company that develops and sells conferencing, collaboration, streaming 
media and connectivity systems for audio, video, and web applications. The reliability, flexibility and performance of the 
company’s advanced comprehensive solutions enhance the quality of life through better communication, education and 
entertainment.

ClearOne delivers the ultimate IP A/V experience by distributing high definition audio and video over TCP/IP networks. 
ClearOne’s products are designed for commercial and residential use, offer unprecedented levels of performance, 
functionality, simplicity, reliability and expandability. By combining audio/video content, meta-data and control signals into 
one stream, ClearOne’s patented StreamNet™ solutions are a smart investment, enabling the Power of AV over IP™ – 
today.

ClearOne’s StreamNet technology provides elegant solutions for streaming media & control applications such as digital 
signage, distribution of HD video and audio, LAN Cloud Matrix Switching™, and audio paging over data networks.

Casino Managers love  
StreamNet. Here’s Why:

1 Casino projects by can be immense and 
have massive distance requirements. 

StreamNet is the perfect solution since its 
Internet Protocol technology eliminates 
signal degradation inherent with RF and 
baseband products. In StreamNet systems, 
multiple streams of HD audio and video may 
run for thousands of feet — even miles — 
without loss. Best of all, StreamNet works 
peacefully over a facility’s existing network 
infrastructure.

2 Casino systems have hundreds of 
endpoints, especially displays. Unlike 

traditional RF or baseband solutions, 
StreamNet allows nearly unlimited 
endpoints. In addition to this nearly limitless 
scalability, every StreamNet device can 
display different information while providing 
two-way interactivity, enabling customers to 
summon help — or order more food!

3 For projects which mandate mission-
critical reliability and 24/7 uptime, 

StreamNet offers the best solution. Casino 
projects require maintenance and service 
efficiency. StreamNet is the only complete 
solution available with no single point of 
failure, allowing easy provisioning and 
remote management.

Not Just Casino’s - StreamNet is 
designed to be the most robust, scalable, 
mission critical, audio, video, signage and 
control platform for small, medium or large 
sized facilities. As fitting as these solutions 
are to a casino, ClearOne’s StreamNet 
solutions may be applied just as easily 
in hospitals, schools, hotels, stadiums, 
conference centers, transportation hubs, 
courthouses, worship facilities, shopping 
malls, restaurants and similar high-traffic 
environments. StreamNet solutions are also 
the best and most advanced system for any 
size residential project.

Deliver the ultimate AV experience 
in your facility with StreamNet –  
the wisest choice. 
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Contact TechSales for Installation,  
Design and Quote Assistance:
800-705-2103
techsales@clearone.com



StreamNet Technology will Increase your Casino’s Profit by: Did you know...

     Opportunity 1: On the Gaming Floor
StreamNet and MagicBox deliver scheduled and add-hoc 
information to targeted areas, and keep AV in perfect sync across  
any number of endpoints: 

+ Guide players to their preferred games and tables 

+ Show table game status

+ Display poker room waiting lists

+ Increase guest excitement with display of jackpot winnings

+ Stream HD audio and video to promote casino or even third-
party amenities

With a flexible, easy to interface, the StreamNet system   
increases excitement and energy on the gaming floor which 
increases overall gaming revenue.

     Opportunity 2: For Conventions
MagicBox signage keeps patrons informed with scheduled and   
ad-hoc information:

+ Display convention and room schedules 

+ Exhibit restaurant menus and daily specials

+ Display company or event logos throughout the hotel or    
casino area

+ Easily change up-to-the-minute information with centralized 
content creation

StreamNet solutions give you the power to organize all of 
your content in one system making it simple to update your 
messaging at a moment’s notice.

     Opportunity 3: Concierge Areas
StreamNet brings relevant and topical information to your guests    
in an interesting and convenient manner:

+ Highlight property shows and events with full ticketing 
information and promotions

+ Display local weather forecasts

+ Showcase local tourist attractions

Engage customers further by mixing and matching sources,  
such as DVD, satellite or cable boxes, video cameras or 
computers, allowing virtually any audio video source to be     
used with a StreamNet solution.  

     Opportunity 4: The Sports Book
StreamNet brings the excitement of live events in Ultra-HD across   
any number of displays:

+ Stream sports highlights and scores next to betting lines

+ Display live events throughout the casino, while keeping guests 
engaged with casino games

+ Pull content from multiple sources (Internet, satellite, local 
broadcasts, and more)

Separate your venue from your competitors by creating a unique 
and special experience for customers. StreamNet is flexible and 
puts the power of control in your hands.
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+ Driving guests to multiple revenue generating activities      
    within the casino and resort

+ Directing guests with floor maps & directories

+ Making current events, meeting information, emergency       
    information, as well as safety and health messages easy           
    to access

StreamNet solutions will increase your 
casino’s profit by attracting guests 
attention and guiding them to all the 

events and amenities available to 
them.  The StreamNet system also 
eliminates the high cost of creating and 

distributing digital media, by being run 
and updated on any PC with a web 
browser.  
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